Data informed analysis of 2014 dengue fever outbreak in Guangzhou: Impact of multiple environmental factors and vector control.
Epidemics of dengue fever in China were reported before 1940 and the outbreak of dengue fever in Guangdong province in 2014 is the most serious so far. The important question is what factors account for this serious outbreak, and how to evaluate the sensitivity of the multiple factors including weather variables and human actions on the dengue disease. Therefore, according to the relations among the temperature (daily mean temperature (DMT) and diurnal temperature range (DTR)), vector parameters and reproduction number we have proposed the analytical formula for the relative vector's capacity and effective reproduction number, and then we have the formula for the likelihood function by employing the generation interval-informed method. This allows us to estimate the unknown vector parameters by the maximum likelihood method and carry out the sensitivity analysis. The correlations between the density of mosquito vectors (the Breteau index (BI), the adult mosquito density) and the daily newly reported cases of four different districts of Guangzhou city have been studied by using the Pearson correlation and cross-correlation analyses. Our findings indicate that both the BI and the adult mosquito density are statistically significantly correlated with the daily newly reported cases, and the vector parameters are closely related to the DMT and DTR with relative complex relationships, which influence the effective reproduction number comprehensively. Moreover, the trend of the effective reproduction number is consistent with daily newly reported cases, which confirms the effectiveness of the government control measures. Sensitivity analysis results indicate that the temperature can be either an effective barrier or a facilitator of vector-borne diseases, and consequently weather variable may result in complexity of dengue disease control.